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G 1/21 – Legality of ViCo oral proceedings -
Background

• Since 1998 the EPO has been providing applicants with 
the opportunity to conduct oral proceedings in 
examination by way of videoconferencing

• Until March 2020, oral proceedings before opposition 
divisions and the Boards of Appeal were always held in 
person at the premises of the EPO in Munich/Haar, The 
Hague and Berlin

• The breakout of Covid-19 necessitated changes
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ViCo oral proceedings
• Pilot project on oral proceedings via ViCo was launched in May 

2020; many oral proceedings were, however, cancelled

• As of January 2021, oral proceedings before Opposition Divisions 
are per default held by way of ViCo
(Dec. Pres. EPO dated 10.11.2020)

• Pilot project extended (at least) until 31 May 2022
(Dec. Pres. EPO dated 23.11.2021)

• As of 1 April 2021, the Boards of Appeal have the power to require 
that oral proceedings to be conducted via ViCo
(Article 15a RPBA; formally proposed in December 2020)
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G 1/21 – referring decision

Interlocutory decision in T 1807/15 dated 8.2.2021

Is the conduct of oral proceedings in the form of a 
videoconference compatible with the right to oral 
proceedings as enshrined in Article 116(1) EPC if not all of 
the parties to the proceedings have given their consent to 
the conduct of oral proceedings in the form of a 
videoconference?
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G 1/21 – reformulation of the question referred

During a general emergency impairing the parties’ 
possibilities to attend in-person oral proceedings at the EPO 
premises, is the conduct of oral proceedings before the 
boards of appeal in the form of a videoconference 
compatible with the EPC if not all of the parties have given 
their consent to the conduct of oral proceedings in the form 
of a videoconference?
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G 1/21 – main considerations of the EBA (I/III)

• The meaning of the term “oral proceedings” in Article 116 
EPC is not limited to the specific form that was known at 
the time the Convention was drawn up

 ViCo oral proceedings are oral proceedings with the 
meaning of Article 116 EPC

• The question of geographical location does not arise in 
the question of a videoconference
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• Videoconferences are distinct from telephone conferences, 
which are clearly not suitable as a format for oral proceedings

• In combination with the written part of the proceedings, 
videoconferencing is sufficient to comply with the principles of 
fairness of proceedings and the right to be heard

• Communication by way of videoconferencing is less direct and 
subject to limitations as a result of technological constraints

 In-person oral proceedings are the optimum format and 
should be the default option

G 1/21 – main considerations of the EBA (II/III)
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• Parties can be denied this option only for good reasons, 
such in the case of a pandemic

– Board’s discretion to determine if good reasons exist

• In the case underlying the referral, in–person oral 
proceedings was not an option because of Covid-19

• During a pandemic delays in finalizing appeals could 
seriously impair the administration of justice

G 1/21 – main considerations of the EBA (III/III)
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G 1/21 – the EBA’s answer

During a general emergency impairing the parties’ 
possibilities to attend in-person oral proceedings at the EPO 
premises, the conduct of oral proceedings before the 
boards of appeal in the form of a videoconference is 
compatible with the EPC even if not all of the parties to the 
proceedings have given their consent to the conduct of oral 
proceedings in the form of a videoconference.
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Post-pandemic consequences of G 1/21

• Oral proceedings before the Boards of Appeal will per default 
be held in person, but may at the Board’s discretion be held 
by means of ViCo, subject to the consent of all parties to the 
proceedings

• What about first-instance oral proceedings?

– EBA’s reasons indicate that it is justifiable to hold ViCo oral 
proceedings during the pandemic without the parties’ 
consent, but…

– post-pandemic oral proceedings will probably have to take 
place at the premises of the EPO unless the parties consent 
to ViCo © Inspicos P/S



Addendum:
Relocation of the Boards of Appeal back to central Munich

Google Maps, 2022

• Subject to approval by 
the EPO member states 
at the next meeting of 
the Administrative 
Council in March 2022, 
the Boards of Appeal will 
move back to the city 
centre area of Munich 
(PschorrHöfe Bauteil VII) 
in 2025/2026
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G 2/21 - plausibility

• Arises from a referral in interlocutory decision T 116/18 
(an opposition appeal)

• To be decided to what extent the applicant/patent 
proprietor can rely on later filed experimental evidence of 
a technical effect of the claimed invention

• The questions have basis from an inventive step 
evaluation, but sufficiency of disclosure will also be dealt 
with 
– Point 13.3.1 in the Referral
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The referral
• Patent relates to a combination of 1) thiamethoxam and 2) a generic group of 

insecticides.
• In opposition, the Opponent cited D23 in support of the allegation that a 

technical effect was not solved over the entire scope of the claims. The Patentee 
filed D21 in support of the opposite argument.
– D21 demonstrates synergistic effects not demonstrated in the original 

application.
• The referring Board finds that admittance of D21 is crucial for the inventive step 

determination.
– Without D21, inventive step will be denied due to formulation of an 

unambitious technical problem
– With D21 admitted, the technical problem is ambitious and inventive step 

would be acknowledged
• It all hinges on the fact, that the applicaiton text as filed does not provide 

plausiblity of the solution to the ambitious technical problem
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Plausibility – background

• The issue has primarily arisen from patent cases in the 
realm of biotechnology. An example:

• WO 02/094868…
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……..…some pages SEQ ID Nos. followed by:
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• WO 02/094868 discloses 2821 proteins from Staphylococcus 
aureus and 2821 corresponding nucleic acids
– Obtained from full-genome sequencing of S. aureus
– Nothing is disclosed about functionality of the proteins
– Claim 11 and 12 relates to ”a vaccine composition” 

comprising any one of these proteins
• No doubt that such a vaccine composition can be readily 

prepared by a skilled person, provided the protein is a 
protective immunogen

• But: <1/100 proteins in a microorganism are protective 
immunogens…
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Post published evidence
Traditional approach – and its problem…
• An alleged technical effect has traditionally been something that 

could be evidenced by later filing of convincing experimental data.
• When no technical effect is stated in a claim, such evidence is filed 

to support inventive step in order to demonstrate that an objective 
technical problem is solved

• When a technical effect is stated in the claim, such evidence is filed 
to support that the claimed invention is sufficiently dislcosed.

• But what to do about a case like 02/094868?
– One thing is that post published evidence can demonstrate that 

a few proteins are useful in a vaccine
– But would it not constitute a research project to identify the few 

useful proteins???
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Hence: plausibility…

• In a number of cases from the Technical Boards of 
Appeal, post published evidence has been considered in 
light of the application as filed

• If a skilled reader would not find it plausible - when 
studying the application text originally filed – that the 
technical effect can be attained, then the later 
demonstration in the post published evidence cannot 
repair this defect of the original application text and is not 
taken into consideration
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Back to G2/21
• The referral has identified 3 divergent lines of case law:

• 1: If the skilled person does not consider the technical effect 
to be plausibly disclosed in the application text, then post 
published evidence is not considered (ab initio plausibility)

• 2: If the skilled person does not consider the technical effect 
to be implausible based on the original disclosure and the 
common general knowledge, then post published evidence 
must be considered (ab initio implausibility) 

• 3: Allowability of post published evidence is not influenced by 
plausibility considerations (no plausibilty)
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1st view: ab initio plausibility
• For instance T 1329/04

– a new polypeptide (denoted growth differentiation factor-9 
(GDF-9)) was stated it to be a new member of the transforming 
growth factor-β (TGF-β) superfamily

• Which has certain uses linked to the technical problem solved
– Board found no evidence that GDF-9 was indeed a TGF-β 

superfamily member because there was no disclosure “…to make 
at least plausible that a solution was found to the problem which 
was purportedly solved…”

– And Board did not take post published evidence into 
consideration…

• Other cases: T 609/02, T 488/16, T 415/11, and T 1791/11
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Ab initio implausibility
• For instance T 919/15:

– Very much like the situation in the referring decision: two 
groups of herbicides are combined, only a few combinations 
are exemplified, but proof was later submitted.

• Board admitted the evidence: “…in the absence of evidence to 
the contrary in the common general knowledge for herbicide 
combinations containing herbicide (A), it cannot simply be 
assumed that a synergistic interaction would be per se 
implausible for the combinations not tested in the application 
as filed.

• Other cases: T 578/06, T 536/07, T 1437/07, T 266/10, T 
863/12, T 184/16, and T 2015/20
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Ab initio plausibility or implausibility?

• Illustrated by UK Supreme Court decision of 14 November 
2018, Generics (UK) (trading as Mylan) v. Warner-
Lambert Company Ltd ("the UK Supreme Court decision") 
and the follow-up on this judgment by C. Floyd, 
"Plausibility: where from and where to", GRUR, 2021, 
185.
– Majority of judges applied the plausibility approach and 

revoked the patent, whereas the minority applied an 
implausibility approach and would have maintained the 
patent in suit.
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No plausibility
• Example is T 31/18

– Claims directed to a tablet comprising imatinib and cross-linked 
polyvinylpyrrolidone in certain amounts

• Problem solved: disintegration time of <20 minutes, evidenced by post 
published evidence

– Board admitted the evidence: “…it can indeed not be expected from a 
patent applicant to include an extensive number of experimental 
evidences corresponding to all technical features which can possibly be 
claimed in the application as filed and which can possibly constitute a 
future distinguishing feature over the closest prior art, since said 
closest prior art and its technical disclosure may not be known to the 
applicant at the filing date of the application...”

• Other case: T 2371/13
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Consequences/thoughts

• Would the ab initio plausibility approach render patenting 
of non-exemplified subject matter impossible?

• Is the (im)plausibility considerations in conflict with the 
principle of free evaluation of evidence?

• Would no plausibility open the door for (too many) 
armchair inventions

• What about the need to distinguish from prior art not 
considered in the drafting phase?
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Questions referred
• Should an exception to the principle of free evaluation of evidence (see e.g. G 

3/97, Reasons 5, and G 1/12, Reasons 31) be accepted in that post-published 
evidence must be disregarded on the ground that the proof of the effect rests 
exclusively on the post-published evidence?

• If the answer is yes (the post published evidence must be disregarded if the 
proof of the effect rests exclusively on this evidence), can the post-published 
evidence be taken into consideration if, based on the information in the patent 
application in suit or the common general knowledge, the skilled person at the 
filing date of the patent application in suit would have considered the effect 
plausible (ab initio plausibility)? 

• If the answer to the first question is yes (the post published evidence must be 
disregarded if the proof of the effect rests exclusively on this evidence), can the 
post-published evidence be taken into consideration if, based on the information 
in the patent application in suit or the common general knowledge, the skilled 
person at the filing date of the patent application in suit would have seen no 
reason to consider the effect implausible (ab initio implausibility)?
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Link to situation in the USA
• In the US, the same type of considerations are applied under 35 U.S.C. 

§112(a) (the written description requirement):
– Would the skilled person acknowledge – when studying the application 

text as filed – that the inventors had possession of the claimed 
invention at the filing date?

• Separate from the enablement requirement, where post published 
experimental evidence can overcome a rejection. Post published experimental 
evidence cannot overcome a written description rejection.

• Written description was originally introduced in §112 in the 1960ies in 
order to prevent applicants from filing continuation applications with 
claims with no basis in the parent application – and thus was an 
equivalent to Art. 76(1) EPC.
– But today a favorite Examiner’s tool for rejections in many biotech 

cases
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